In this paper a novel approach to metadata representation for semantic-based multimedia security and management is proposed. This approach is based on semantically meaningful object segmentation and digital data hiding to facilitate image indexing as well as identification for dedicated image databases. An image is considered as a collection of the regions that correspond to objects, where these objects are associated with some hidden metadata describing some of their features. The metadata is hidden inside the raw images themselves for security and "portability" reasons. The embedding of hidden metadata allows moving an image from one database to another, as well as the insertion/cropping of objects from one image to another, while still preserving the associated descriptions. The perceptual invisibility of the integrated metadata confirms the high performance of this proposed object-based hidden metadata representation.
Introduction
Due to enormous increase in number of Web-based distributed environments, applications and public networks, an efficient management of digital multimedia database systems became over the last decade one of the important and challenging problems for modern multimedia applications. Taking into account the practical difficulties in controlling and verifying of existing audio/visual communications in distributed and public networks, one can imagine additional ambiguity and insecurity in extracting and managing multimedia information. Therefore, one of the possible solutions to tackle the above problem is to use the metadata. Most of Web-based applications strongly rely on metadata features for multimedia management, security and communications. Thus, in multimedia management the metadata is usually applied to facilitate proper cataloging and indexing of large amounts of visual information for effective browsing and search.
To provide complete information about the ownership of multimedia source or to describe the copyright or/and licensing information, the metadata can be easily utilized as well. At the same time, security issues around semantic features, annotations, metadata, object "transportability" still need to be addressed. For instance, even the simple change of file name can trick the Google image search engine and instead of the targeted data can display prohibited or age censored content. The headers of the JPEG/JPEG2K files containing metadata description can be modified exactly in the same way while the object cropping/insertion from one content to another can change semantic features, educational statements, historical or even criminal evidences of the retrieved content. The quality-of-service (QoS) control in distributed networks and particularly in heterogeneous or time-varying networks can also be provided by metadata, describing information about the channel abilities and properties. Therefore, the usage of metadata becomes an obvious and effective way to protect, manage and distribute multimedia information for current multimedia applications.
To introduce our concept of integrated metadata in different applications for multimedia management, security and communications we first define some general concepts and meanings. In the most general sense, the term of metadata means "data about data". However, in the context of images this term refers to image metadata -"data associated with an image" or "data about an image". In other words, the image metadata can be considered as all non-pixel data associated with an image or as tags, which are stored within image files [1] . In this paper, we do not follow the classical separation principle where metadata is treated independently from the raw pixel data. On the contrary, we propose to "merge" them together in a simple and elegant way using data hiding technologies.
Image metadata or data describing digital images must contain information about the image, when it was taken, by whom, with what equipment (digital or web-camera, scanner, mobile phone), copy/distribution restrictions, etc. The metadata can be generated after the image has been created to allow an event description or scene annotations. Almost all digital cameras register information about time and date of captured picture, image dimensions, etc. Since metadata becomes an integral part of the image it is necessary to provide appropriate security features against their intentional and unintentional modifications. In general even simple modification of image format will unavoidably lead to the change of metadata content (for example, from JPEG to PNG format). Unfortunately, the limited capabilities of current Web-based environment and format compatibility do not provide an adequate level of metadata attribute extraction and its sufficient protection. Therefore, new models and methods are needed for metadata protection and security while preserving efficiency.
In this paper, we present one of the possible ways to solve the above problems of metadata efficiency and security by the embedding of image annotations inside the raw image data. Thus, in digital database the images will be indexed by their own visual content instead of being annotated by text-based keywords and the metadata will be completely hidden for non-authorized access. Moreover, this approach will provide more security for image information as well as the image "portability" from one digital database to another without additional associated descriptions. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe interactive image segmentation for content-based image extraction. The object-based metadata hiding approach is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate experimental results of region-based segmentation with metadata hiding. Section 5 provides some concluding remarks.
Interactive Segmentation for Content-Based Image Extraction
The main difficulty of existing image and video database indexing and searching systems [2] [3] [4] [5] is that they cannot automatically describe multimedia content using both low-level (color, shape, texture) and semantic (objects, people, places) descriptors [6] . Usually, the researchers utilize various complex visual features like color distribution, object shapes, textured surface or simple textual descriptions like annotations, keywords, queries or captions to search in large databases. Besides, the usage of the semantic features requires a good correspondence between the description and the content of multimedia data. Another problem arises when an object is cropped or inserted from one image into another image. In this case the integrated descriptions will be completely lost due to the fact that metadata is separated from image data.
The other difficulty is that the same image content may be interpreted by different people in completely different ways. Subjective human descriptions may cause ambiguity and mismatches in the extraction process and in the management of multimedia information. The relevance of visual content significantly depends on the subjectivity of both a database provider and a user. Although a lot of study and publications are dedicated to this area and many retrieving systems are already developed, there are still many open research and commercial issues to be solved and applied in practice [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Fig. 1. Block diagram of metadata embedding
We propose the following content object-based retrieval approach as a possible solution to the above mentioned problems. It is based on a human-computer interface for semantics extraction and object-based metadata integration by using digital data hiding technologies. Instead of being annotated by text-based keywords, the images may be labeled by their own semantic content, which is hidden into every image object. Since each homogeneous region in the image has common features (brightness, color distribution, textured surface) it is possible to exploit this fact for an object-based extraction by performing semantic object segmentation. Different objects can be semantically distinguished regarding their own features and easily identified by a search engine. The problem of classical unsupervised segmentation is its inability to capture semantic relationships in real world images. That is why human assistance and feedback are needed to guide the process of semantically meaningful seg-mentation in order to make an adequate correspondence of each object of the image to its integrated metadata content.
In this paper we do not focus on specific segmentation algorithms (for example, [11] [12] [13] [14] ), we rather refer to the fact that successful multimedia retrieval critically depends on the chosen segmentation technique based on region or object content. The successful segmentation of the image is heavily dependent on the criteria used for the merging of pixels based on the similarity of their features, and on the reliability with which these features are extracted. An unsupervised stochastic segmentation is used as a first iteration and the result is displayed for the user. The user then defines where the region of interest is, and the chosen segmentation algorithm performs partitioning into meaningful objects. The human-computer interface is organized in such a way that the user can easily add/remove some objects or parts of objects from previous stages, select objects of interest, or even merge some objects that are classified as distinct according to their statistical properties but in fact represent parts of the same semantically connected object.
Hence, the image is not considered as a set of pixels but rather as a set of annotated regions that correspond to objects or parts of objects, where these objects are associated with some hidden descriptive text about their features. Each selected object of the image carries its own embedded description that makes it self-containing and formally independent from the particular image format used for storage in image databases. Therefore, the proposed approach of metadata representation can easily provide "portability" of each object from one image to another, as well as makes resistant to object insertion or/and cropping, which are usually used in multimedia processing and management. Moreover, the image can be moved from one database to another without any associated descriptions because of the self-containing features of objects. One can consider this feature as a joint distribution of visual and textual description (image and text).
The block diagram of the proposed approach for metadata embedding into image objects is shown in Figure 1 . First, the user selects region(s) of interest on a given image. Region-based segmentation is then applied for pre-selected region(s) in order to extract object(s) of interest for their further description. Secondly, the user embeds the previously encrypted metadata (text description or short annotation) inside the selected object(s) based on robust digital data hiding technique and personalized secret key.
Object-Based Metadata Hiding
The second part of the proposed approach is based on the hidden indexing/labeling of image objects by using robust digital data hiding technique. Here, we are focused neither on the process of metadata encryption and hiding (see more in [15] ) nor on the robustness of data hiding algorithms against some attacks; this is out of the scope of this paper. We rather discuss the possible ways where and how to integrate the metadata reliably into the image and then, how to extract it without errors. We intend to embed the semantically segmented map as well as the user assigned description into the body of each object as the robust watermark. Thus, the image is considered as a set of "smart objects" divided by boundaries that can perform: -self-indexing; -self-authentication; -self-synchronization; -self-extraction; -self-tamper proofing.
In other words, the image contains all necessary information about itself including descriptions of the object bodies, of their mutual allocation in images, as well as complementary hidden metadata. Moreover, no additional header, attachment, tag or extra metadata are needed for further image indexing and identification.
It should be noted that the metadata embedding/extraction could be based on symmetric or asymmetric protocol en/decryption. The symmetric protocol means that only the authorized party can embed, modify and retrieve the hidden information by using a private secret key. The asymmetric protocol means that only the authorized party can embed and modify the hidden metadata by using a private secret key, and that the rest of users can only extract it by using a public key. In both cases the additional security level of metadata is provided. Consider one possible example of the proposed system for telemedicine application: for confidentiality reasons it is based on a symmetric protocol. Each region of interest has its own label with hidden description connected to the extracted object, and the private secrete key is used for information embedding. For example, a physician working with the MRI of a patient after having used the interactive segmentation tool for the detection of possible tumor or clot of blood will be able to insert the necessary information directly into the image or into some parts of this image. Even if the patient or any unauthorized party recovers his MRI data he will be unable to extract this description without secret key. However, the patient can give this image to another physician, who will be able to directly extract this invisible hidden information using the same segmentation tool and the proper private key. Therefore, time and money will be saved as well as security and confidentiality of this protocol will be provided.
As a possible extension, the semantic content of the object body can be replaced by other hidden multimodal media data (see more in [15] ). For example, each object may have its own audio/musical context and this feature may be used for blind people (special interfaces, web-browsers). Another possible extension would consist in encryption or steganographical applications, meaning the hiding of small amounts of textual or visual raw-data into selected "smart objects". Besides, the raw-data about the contour of the object body can be additionally embedded into the same object. In other words, the image has more information about itself and this information is perceptually invisible and is not integrated inside image headers.
The block diagram for metadata extraction from the image objects is shown in Figure 2 . First, the user selects the region(s) of interest on a given image. Region-based segmentation is then applied for the pre-selected region(s) in order to extract object(s) of interest to obtain their descriptions. Secondly, the user retrieves the metadata from the extracted object(s) based on the secret key.
Fig. 2. Block diagram of metadata extraction
Obviously, this visual and textual representation of the image needs additional efforts to keep all information more secure and robust to possible modifications and transformations. Besides, the synchronization of the resulting segmentation process is required for both metadata embedding and extraction. After reliable and successive application of the segmentation technique only an authorized party can extract object(s) of the image to retrieve the hidden metadata bits associated with the given object(s) by using a secret private key. The invariance to different types of distortions can be achieved by providing additional embedding of hidden information into image objects, robust to such changes. Therefore, for robustness reasons the object descriptions can be additionally encoded by error correction codes (ECC) (Turbo code [16] or LDPC code [17] , for example) depending on the applications.
In order to avoid possible multiple insertion of contradictory metadata into the same image object we consider several scenarios, which can be applied for the metadata embedding. As the first scenario, we propose to perform preliminary detection before the insertion of metadata information into selected image object. If the preliminary metadata extraction is successful no additional information will be embedded into the object. Another possible scenario is complete metadata replacement, where the previously embedded information related to the object is completely replaced by new data by the user request. In the case, when it is necessary to add complementary information to the embedded metadata we propose to check the "free space" for the location of an additional raw pixel data. If this space is enough to perform the additional embedding, one can also replace completely the metadata information or leave it unchanged depending on the scenario.
Application Scenarios
The performance of the presented technique was tested for embedding and extraction of the metadata for image objects on different grayscale and color images. Here are considered two application scenarios of the proposed approach for visual annotations of the images and for image indexing and search in databases. In Figure 3 the experimental results of metadata hiding for medical MRI image of axial slice of the human femur are shown. The region of interest is defined and marked by using a human-computer interface. The corresponding textual information about the selected image object (cortical bone and marrow) is encrypted based on the secret key, and is then embedded into marked image regions. One can find that the image quality with embedded metadata is not perceptually degraded. The PSNR value is equal to 38 dB. For the second application scenario, we used several images from an official Formula 1 car racing website [18] (Figure 4a, 5a ). We performed local unsupervised region-based segmentation in order to define regions of interest for the original image. After, we selected and merged together small segmented objects into one semantically meaningful object by using the human-computer interface (Figure 4b) . Then, the marked object was labeled by a corresponding textual description and integrated into the object by using a symmetric encryption procedure (Figure 4c ). This metadata was used for further indexing and search for content-based databases. We copied and inserted the marked object (yellow car) into another test image (see Figure 5b ). Since the metadata was integrated and hidden into image objects, the description information was simultaneously "transported" with this object to others images, while image quality was completely preserved (see Figure 5c ). During the retrieval stage all hidden metadata was successfully extracted from this test image based on the same secret key. Since the identical object is present in both images, the only possible way to distinguish and retrieve them from an image database is based on the proper hidden metadata of this object, but not an the visual data itself. We mean the corresponding textual description such as general information about object, its identification number, date and time of image creation, ownership, spatial size of given object, short information about the image to which this object belongs.
Here we are not focused on copyright protection, but we rather demonstrate the ease with which the object information can be kept reliably and properly. Obviously, the retrieved metadata from those images can be used to prove the origin of the photographs, as well as to outline the modifications that have been performed on them (see more details about the tamper proofing and authentication techniques in [19, 20] ).
It should be noticed that for both application scenarios the image quality with embedded metadata is not perceptually degraded. Besides, on the second example we demonstrated the "portability" features of our technique where one image object can be easily inserted into another image without visible degradation and loss of embedded information.
Conclusion
In this paper a hidden metadata representation approach has been proposed for content management and reliable communications. The presented technique applies interactive object-based segmentation for metadata hiding into extracted objects of the image in order to provide additional protection and security. Moreover, the embedded metadata is independent from the particular format used for storage in an image database, and is robust to any format changes as well as to insertion/cropping image transformations. Besides, the perceptual invisibility of the integrated metadata confirms the high performance of proposed approach.
